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EXTENSIONS OF HYPERFIELDS
STEVEN CREECH
Abstract. We develop a theory of extensions of hyperfields that generalizes the notion of
field extensions. Since hyperfields have a multivalued addition, we must consider two kinds
of extensions that we call weak hyperfield extensions and strong hyperfield extensions. For
quotient hyperfields, we develop a method to construct strong hyperfield extensions that
contain roots to any polynomial over the hyperfield. Furthermore, we give an example of
a hyperfield that has two non-isomorphic minimal extensions containing a root to some
polynomial. This shows that the process of adjoining a root to a hyperfield is not a well-
defined operation.
1. Introduction
Let F be a field, and f P F rxs be an irreducible polynomial. Results from classical field
theory tells us that we can always find some field extension F Ď L such that f contains a
root in L. The construction of this field extension is quite simple, we just take the ring of
polynomials over F and quotient out be the ideal generated by f , that is L “ F rxs{xfy is a
field extension of F that contains a root to f . Thus, given some field F , and a root ξ of some
polynomial f P F rxs, we can make sense of the field F pξq as the smallest field extension of
F containing the root ξ. Furthermore, this extension is unique up to isomorphism. This
minimal extension plays an important role in Galois theory.
In this paper, we set out to answer an analogous question over hyperfields. That is, given a
polynomial k over some hyperfield K, is there a hyperfield extension of K that contains some
root to k. Furthermore, if such extensions exist are the minimal extensions of K containing a
root unique up to isomorphism. That is for a hyperfield K and a root ξ to some polynomial
k can we join the root ξ to K and make sense of the hyperfield Kpξq. As addition over
hyperfields is a multivalued operation, there are two definitions one can take for a hyperfield
extension namely we can require that the sum of two elements in the ground hyperfield is
equal to sum in the extension. Alternatively, we could require set inclusion. When equality
is held we shall say that we have a strong hyperfield extension, and when inclusion is held
we shall say it is a weak hyperfield extension.
1.1. Statement of Results. In this paper, we will develop a method for constructing strong
hyperfield extensions containing roots for quotient hyperfields. Furthermore, we shall exhibit
an example of a hyperfield and a polynomial that contains two non-isomorphic minimal
extensions. That is, for a hyperfield K and a root ξ to a polynomial k, adjoining the root to
form Kpξq is not a well-defined operation. Without the uniqueness of minimal extensions,
trying to develop a Galois theory over hyperfields becomes a challenge.
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1.2. Content Overview. In section 2 of this paper, we give the definitions of hyperfields,
polynomials over hyperfields, and other related concepts. Furthermore, we shall review the
construction of quotient hyperfields developed by Krasner in [Kra83]. This construction will
play a key role in our construction of extensions. In section 3, we construct strong hyperfield
extensions for quotient hyperfields and prove that our construction is valid. In section 4,
we use the weak hyperfield W and a polynomial with no roots over W to construct two
extensions containing roots. Then we show that one of the two extensions is minimal, but
not contained in the other. This implies that there must be two non-isomorphic minimal
extensions of W containing a root.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hyperfields. Our main object of interest are hyperfields which were introduced by M.
Krassner in 1956 [Kra56]. Hyperfields are a generalization of fields with the difference being
that addition in hyperfields is a multivalued operation. Thus, we can think of addition as a
binary operator from K ˆK going to the nonempty subsets of K; formally, we can say that
‘ : K ˆK Ñ PˆpKq. As addition is multivalued, we must make sense of associativity. We
will first give the formal definition of a hyperfield and then give a discussion on associativity.
Definition 2.1. A hyperfield is a 5-tuple pK,‘,d, 0, 1q that satisfies the following condi-
tions:
(1) pKˆ “ Kzt0u,d, 1q forms an abelian group.
(2) For all x P K we have that 0d x “ xd 0 “ 0
(3) The following distributive laws hold for all x, y, z P K:
(a) xd py ‘ zq “ pxd yq‘ pxd zq
(b) px ‘ yq d z “ pxd zq ‘ py d zq
(4) pK,‘, 0q forms a commutative hypergroup that is:
(a) ‘ is an associative that is for all x, y, z P K, we have that px‘yq‘z “ x‘py‘zq
(b) ‘ is commutative that is for all x, y P K, we have that x ‘ y “ y ‘ x
(c) 0 is an additive identity that is for all x P K we have that 0 ‘ x “ x ‘ 0 “ txu
(d) For all x P K there is a unique element ´x P K such that 0 P x ‘ ´x “ ´x ‘ x
(e) x P y ‘ z if and only if ´y P ´x ‘ z
Since a ‘ b is a set, we will need to define what it means to preform hyperaddition on a
set A and an element c, so we define:
A ‘ c “
ď
xPA
x ‘ c
We can further generalize this to say what happens when we preform hyperaddition on
two sets A and B:
A ‘ B “
ď
xPA,yPB
x ‘ y
That is we can think of the hypersum of two sets as the union of all hypersums of pairs
of elements from the sets.
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These definitions allow us to recursively define arbitrarily long hypersums. That is we can
recursively define x1 ‘ x2 ‘ ... ‘ xn as:
x1 ‘ x2 ‘ ... ‘ xn “
ď
yPx1‘x2‘...‘xn´1
y ‘ xn
Now that we have defined hyperfield, let us give some examples.
Example 2.2. (Fields) A field F forms a hyperfield with the hyperaddition as the original
addition in the field that is x ‘ y “ tx` yu. The multiplication is just that of the field that
is xd y “ x ¨ y
Example 2.3. (Krasner Hyperfield) The Krasner hyperfield K is a hyperfield over the set
t0, 1u where 0 acts as the additive identity and 1 acts as the multiplicative identity. Thus,
we have that 0 ‘ 1 “ 1 ‘ 0 “ t1u, and we have 1 ‘ 1 “ t0, 1u.
Example 2.4. (Hyperfield of Signs) The hyperfield of signs SS is a hyperfield over the set
t0, 1,´1u. The addition and multiplication are given by the following Cayley tables:
‘ 0 1 -1
0 {0} {1} {-1}
1 {1} {1} {0,1,-1}
-1 {-1} {0,1,-1} {-1}
Table 1. Cayley table for
addition for SS
d 1 -1
1 1 -1
-1 -1 1
Table 2. Cayley table for
multiplication for SS
The way to think of the hyperfield of signs is to interpret the element 1 as any positive
number, think of the element ´1 as any negative number, and think of 0 as 0.
So multiplication is defined in the obvious manner as 1 d 1 “ 1 is interpreted as the
product of two positive numbers is positive. The product 1 d ´1 “ ´1 is interpreted as
the product of a positive and a negative is negative, and ´1 d´1 “ 1 is interpreted as the
product of two negative numbers is positive.
We interpret addition as follows 1 ‘ 1 “ t1u we view this as the sum of two positive
numbers is positive. We interpret ´1 ‘ ´1 “ t´1u as the sum of two negative numbers
is negative. The interesting case is the sum 1 ‘ ´1 “ t0, 1,´1u which we interpret as the
sum of a positive and a negative number can be either positive, negative, or zero. We will
see later that this interpretation is quite natural due to the quotient hyperfield structure
SS “ R{Rą0.
Example 2.5. (Weak Hyperfield of Signs) The weak hyperfield of signs or simply the weak
hyperfield, W, is a hyperfield over the set t0, 1,´1u where multiplication is defined in the
same manner as the hyperfield of signs, but addition is defined by 1 ‘ 1 “ t1,´1u,
´1 ‘ ´1 “ t1,´1u, and 1 ‘ ´1 “ t0, 1,´1u.
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2.2. Quotient Hyperfields. Each of the examples we gave above are a special class of
hyperfields called a quotient hyperfields. A quotient hyperfield is a hyperfield that is con-
structed from a field by quotienting out by a multiplicative subgroup. For a long time, it was
an open question on whether or not all hyperfields admit a quotient structure; however, there
exist non-quotient hyperfields see [Mas85]. As the construction of quotient hyperfields is im-
portant to understanding our construction of strong hyperfield extensions, we will go over
the construction of quotient hyperfields; however, we will omit the proof that the quotient
is a hyperfield see [Kra83].
Given a field F and G ď Fˆ a multiplicative subgroup of F , we construct the following
equivalence relation on the elements of F . We say that x „ y if and only if there is some
element g P G such that x “ gy. We note that for x P Fˆ, rxs is the coset of Fˆ{G, so we
can think of the equivalence classes as the multiplicative cosets where r0s “ t0u.
We now form the quotient hyperfield K “ F {G by modding out by the equivalence „.
The elements of K are the equivalence classes under „, and we have the following induced
operations:
(1) rxs d rys “ rx ¨ ys
(2) rzs P rxs ‘ rys if and only if there is some z1 P rzs such that z1 “ x1 ` y1 for some
x1 P rxs and y1 P rys
The hyperaddition formulation might seem complicated; however, another way to think
of the hypersum rxs ‘ rys would be to think of rxs and rys as cosets, then define
rxs ` rys “ tx1 ` y1 : x P rxs, y P rysu. That is rxs ` rys is the set sum, so the hypersum
rxs‘ rys “ trzs : z P rxs ` rysu, so after taking the set sum, we take all coset representatives.
Remark 2.6. We note that if z P rx1s ` rx2s ` ... ` rxns, then rzs P rx1s ‘ rx2s ‘ ... ‘ rxns.
We know that these operations are well-defined and that this quotient forms a hyperfield
by [Kra83]. When we are working with a quotient hyperfield K “ F {G, we make the
convention to denote the elements of K using the equivalence class notation rxs P K, so we
can distinguish between the element rxs P K and the element x P F .
Example 2.7. (Fields) Fields form a quotient hyperfield with the quotient structure
F “ F {t1u. We see this as x „ y if and only if x “ y ¨ 1 “ y. Thus, we have that rxs “ txu
for all x P F .
Example 2.8. (Krasner Hyperfield) The Krassner hyperfield can be obtained as a quotient
of any field F by quotienting out by the entire multiplicative subgroup, that is K “ F {Fˆ.
We can see this as our two equivalence classes will be r0s, r1s where r0s corresponds to the
additive identity in F , and r1s corresponds to all of Fˆ that is r1s corresponds to any non-zero
element.
Example 2.9. (Hyperfield of Signs) The hyperfield of signs can be obtained as a quotient of
R by Rą0 (or in general any ordered field pF,ăq as F {Fą0). When we look at the equivalence
classes of SS “ R{Rą0, we have r1s “ tx : x ą 0u, r´1s “ tx : x ă 0u, and r0s “ t0u we have
the three elements we saw corresponding to the positive numbers, the negative numbers, and
zero. Thus, we now see why it made sense to interpret r1s as any positive number, r´1s as
any negative number, and r0s as zero.
Example 2.10. (Weak Hyperfield of Signs) The weak hyperfield of signs admits a quotient
structure W “ Fp{pF
ˆ
p q
2 where p is a prime such that p ě 7 and p ” 3 pmod 4q. The fact
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that this quotient structure works for different primes will be key to showing that we can find
two non-isomorphic minimal extensions of a hyperfield containing a root to some polynomial.
We will see that taking different quotient structures can lead to different minimal extensions.
Example 2.11. (Phase Hyperfield) The phase hyperfield is a hyperfield with quotient struc-
ture P “ C{Rą0. Since we are modding out by the reals, we can think of the phase hyperfield
as S1 Y t0u where S1 is the unit circle in the complex plane. We should think of the opera-
tions geometrically. Thus, multiplication is the usual multiplication over C that is given two
points rxs, rys P S1, rxs d rys is the point on S1 given by adding the angles of rxs and rys.
Then addition is given by rxs‘ r0s “ trxsu. For inverses we have rxs‘ r´xs “ tr0s, rxs, r´xsu,
we should think of this as since the line through rxs and r´xs goes through the origin the
only possible phases you can get are rxs and r´xs, and we include r0s as the line goes through
the origin. Then for rxs, rys ‰ r0s and rys ‰ r´xs we have that rxs‘ rys is the shorter of the
two arcs between the points rxs and rys on S1.
2.3. Strong and Weak Hyperfield Extensions. Since addition is multivalued, there are
two natural notions of hyperfield extension that one can take. We shall call them weak hy-
perfield extensions and strong hyperfield extensions. The two definitions come from requiring
either inclusion or equality. We shall define the hyperfield extensions in terms of homomor-
phisms of hyperfields. Let K and L be hyperfields and denote ‘K the hyperaddition in K
and ‘L the hyperaddition in L. Similarly, dK and dL are the multiplications in K and L.
Definition 2.12. A weak hyperfield homomorphism is a function φ : K Ñ L that satisfies
the following:
φp0q “ 0
φp1q “ 1
φpx ‘K yq Ď φpxq ‘L φpyq
φpxdK yq “ φpxq dL φpyq
Definition 2.13. We say that φ : K Ñ L is a strong hyperfield homomorphsim if in addition
to being a weak hyperfield homomorphism we have that φpx ‘K yq “ φpxq ‘L φpyq
Remark 2.14. We remark that unlike classical field theory, homomorphisms need not be
injective. For example, it is not to hard to show that for any hyperfield K that φ : K Ñ K,
given by φp0q “ r0s and φpxq “ r1s for x ‰ 0 is always a weak hyperfield homomorphism.
Now we shall define hyperfield extensions in terms of homomorpisms of hyperfields; how-
ever, we shall require that these homomorphisms be injective. Since we have two notions of
homomorphism, we will define two types of extensions.
Definition 2.15. For hyperfields K and L, we say that L is a weak hyperfield extension of
K if there is an injective weak homomorphism of hyperfields φ : K ãÑ L. In this case, we
say that K is weak subhyperfield of L.
If φ is a strong homomorphism of hyperfields, we sat that L is a strong hyperfield extension
of K and we say that K is a strong subhyperfield of L
The terminology of weak and strong is natural as if φ : K Ñ L is a strong hyperfield
homomorphism, then it is also a weak hyperfield homomorphism. Similarly, strong hyperfield
extensions are also weak hyperfield extensions. Ideally, we would like to find strong hyperfield
extensions that will contain roots to polynomials. We shall do this for quotient hyperfields.
Now let us give some examples of hyperfield extensions.
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Example 2.16. The weak hyperfield of signs W is a weak extension of the hyperfield of
signs SS. We see this via the homomorphism φ : SS ãÑ W given by φprxsq “ rxs. It is a
simple exercise to see that this is a weak extension of the hyperfield of signs, but is not a
strong extension.
We note, as in the above example, that for weak hyperfield extensions, we can have the
size of the hyperfields be the same, but changing the way addition is defined can create
extensions. We now give an example of a strong extension.
Example 2.17. The phase hyperfield P “ C{Rą0 is a strong hyperfield extension of the
hyperfield of signs SS “ R{Rą0. We see this via the homomorphism φ : SS ãÑ P given by
φprxsq “ rxs. This is indeed the case, since the equivalence classes r0s “ t0u,
r1s “ tx P R : x ą 0u, r´1s “ tx P R : x ă 0u are the same in both SS and P. Since the
equivalence classes are the same, the operation of ‘P and dP is the same as in SS. Thus,
we have a strong extension.
We note that P and SS have a similar structure as quotient hyperfields. Namely, P and
SS have the form F {G and L{G for L a field extension of F . We can generalize this into
the following lemma.
Lemma 2.18. For field extension L{F , for G ď Fˆ, we have that the quotient hyperfield
L{G is a strong hyperfield extension of F {G.
Proof. We shall construct a strong homomorphism of hyperfields. Let us define
φ : F {G Ñ L{G given by φprxsq “ rxs. We shall first show that rxsF {G “ rxsL{G where rxsF {G
is the equivalence class of x in F {G, and rxsL{G is the equivalence class of x in L{G. To see
this, we see that rxsF {G “ txg : g P Gu and rxsL{G “ txg : g P Gu, since the multiplicative
subgroup G is the same in both cases, we see that rxsF {G “ rxsL{G. We shall now drop the
subscript of rxs. Since the equivalence classes are the same in F {G and L{G we have that the
map φ is well-defined and injective. Furthermore, we have that the strong homomorphism
property holds since
φprxs dF {G rysq “ φprxysq “ rxys “ rxs dL{G rys “ φpxq dL{G φpyq
and
φprxs‘F {Grysq “ φptrzs : z P rxs`rysuq “ trzs : z P rxs`rysu “ rxs‘L{Grys “ φprxsq‘L{Gφprysq
Thus, we have that L{G is a strong hyperfield extension of F {G. 
2.4. Polynomials over Hyperfields. Now there are several issues that we encounter when
moving to polynomials over hyperfields. In field theory, polynomials over fields form rings;
however, we will see that polynomials over hyperfields do not form hyperrings. We will see
that the multiplication of polynomials over hyperfields is actually a multivalued operation.
Thus, as we are not working over a hyperring, so we can’t simply mimic the construction of
field extensions as we do not have ideals generated by polynomials over hyperfields.
Definition 2.19. A polynomial over a hyperfield K in variable T is a formal sum
kpT q “
n
‘
i“0
aiT
i
where each ai P K. We denote the set of all polynomials over a hyperfield K in variable T
by KrT s.
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Thus, we see that polynomials look exactly the same over hyperfield as fields with the
main difference being that we are taking a hypersum; thus, evaluating a polynomial at an
element of K will result in a set rather than a single element. We note that there have been
several studies focused more on the algebraic structure of polynomials over hyperfield for
example see [AEHM19] or [CR03].
We will make the convention that we will use x as our variable for polynomials over fields,
and T will be our variable when we work over hyperfields.
Now the next issue that we encounter encounter is defining roots to polynomials, as when
we plug in an element into our polynomial rather than getting back an element, we get a
set. So we simply require that 0 is in the set kpξq for ξ to be a root of k. We note that a
study on the multiplicities of roots to polynomials over hyperfields was developed in [BL18].
Definition 2.20. For a polynomial k P KrT s, we say that ξ is a root of k if 0 P kpξq.
We will show that for a quotient hyperfield K “ F {G, if k P KrT s does not have any
roots, then we can find a strong hyperfield extension L of K such that k contains a root
in L. One might try the classical construction of modding out by the ideal generated by
the polynomial; however, the next example shows that multiplication of polynomials over
hyperfields is a multivalued operation. Thus, trying to construct an extension by modding
out by an ideal would result in an algebraic structure with a multi-valued multiplication.
Example 2.21. (Hyperfield of Signs) Consider the polynomials ppT q “ 1 ‘ T and
qpT q “ ´1 ‘ T over the hyperfield of signs. If we were to multiply these polynomials in the
usual way we see that:
p1 ‘ T qp´1 ‘ T q “ ´1 ‘ pp´1qT ‘ T q ‘ T 2 “ ´1 ‘ p1 ‘ ´1qT ‘ T 2
That is ppT qqpT q “ t´1‘T 2,´1‘´T ‘T 2,´1‘T ‘T 2u, so multiplication of polynomials
over hyperfield is not a single valued operation.
Since quotient hyperfields arise from fields, for a quotient hyperfield K “ F {G there is a
natural way to get a polynomial f P KrT s from a polynomial f P F rxs.
Definition 2.22. For a quotient hyperfield K “ F {G, for a polynomial f P F rxs, we define
the induced polynomial f P KrT s as follows:
fpxq “
nÿ
i“0
aix
i
 f “
n
‘
i“0
raisT
i
3. Constructing Hyperfield Extensions
3.1. Strong Extensions for Quotient Hyperfields. For this entire section, let F be a
field, G ď Fˆ, and let K “ F {G be the corresponding quotient hyperfield.
Let kpT q P KrT s be a polynomial containing no roots in K. In this section, we will
construct a strong hyperfield extension to K that contains some root rξs to k.
We begin with a key lemma that will be used in our construction.
Lemma 3.1. If f P F rxs with fpxq “
řn
i“0 aix
i, then for γ P F , if fpγq “ α, then for the
induced polynomial f , we have that rαs P fprγsq.
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Proof. We want to show that rαs P fprγsq, now
fprγsq “
n
‘
i“0
raisrγs
i “
n
‘
i“0
raiγ
is
Since α “
řn
i“0 aiγ
i, we have that α P ra0γ
0s ` ra1γ
1s ` ...` ranγ
ns, so by Remark 2.6, we
have that rαs P ‘
n
i“0raiγ
is that is rαs P fprγsq. 
Corollary 3.2. If f P F rxs has a root, then f P KrT s has a root.
Proof. Since f has a root, we have that there is some ξ such that fpξq “ 0, so by Lemma
3.1 above r0s P fprξsq. 
Lemma 3.3. If k P KrT s contains no roots, then there exists a polynomial f P F rxs with
no roots in F such that f “ k
Proof. Let kpT q “ ‘ni“0raisT
i be a polynomial over K, then consider the polynomial fpxq “řn
i“0 aix
i. Clearly, f “ k, now assume for sake of contradiction that f has some root ξ in
F , but by the above corollary, this would imply that f “ k would have a root, but this
contradicts the assumption that k does not have a root. 
The idea behind our construction will be to find a polynomial f P F rxs with no roots such
that f “ k. Then as f will have is over the field F , we can apply classical field theory to
find an extension F 1{F that contains a root to f , then we will form the quotient F 1{G and
show that this is a strong hyperfield extension of K.
Theorem 3.4. If k P KrT s contains, no root, then there is a strong hyperfield extensions
K Ď L.
Proof. Let us construct the hyperfield extension. Since kpT q contains no roots, by Lemma
3.3 there is a polynomial f P F rxs that contains no roots over F such that f “ k. Since
f P F rxs contains no roots over F rxs, there is a field extension F Ď F 1 such that f contains
a root ξ P F 1. Now let L “ F 1{G be the quotient hyperfield taken by modding out by the
same multiplicative subgroup by Lemma 2.18 we have that L is a strong hyperfield extension
of K. Now since f has a root in F 1 by Corollary 3.2 we have that f “ k has a root in L.
Thus, L is a strong hyperfield extension of K that contains a root to k. 
Example 3.5. The polynomial 1‘T 2 contains no roots over SS. Since SS has the quotient
structure of R{Rą0, we lift 1‘T
2 to 1`x2 P Rrxs. Now we take the field extension containing
a root to 1` x2, namely C. Thus, our extension is C{Rą0 “ P.
The construction that we gave relies on the fact that we could lift our polynomial over a
hyperfield to a polynomial with no roots over a field. Thus, we do not have a construction
for extensions for non-quotient hyperfields.
Question 3.6. Given a polynomial over a hyperfield is there a hyperfield extensions (weak
or strong) that contains a root to the polynomial?
4. An Example of Two Non-Isomorphic Minimal Extensions
In this section we will give an explicit example of a polynomial over a hyperfield such that
there are two non-isomorphic minimal extensions containing a root to this polynomial. To
do this, we will show that a certain extension is minimal, and show that the other extension
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does not contain the minimal extension as a subhyperfield (in both the weak and strong
sense).
Now for our construction, we will consider the weak hyperfield W. As we saw in Example
2.10, we know that if p is a prime such that p ě 7, and p ” 3 pmod 4q, then W has the
quotient structure Fp{pF
ˆ
p q
2 where pFˆp q
2 denotes the non-zero squares.
The polynomial kpT q “ 1 ‘ T 2 contains no roots over W. Thus, by taking the two
different quotient structures of W “ F7{pF
ˆ
7
q2 and W “ F11{pF
ˆ
11
q2, we get strong extensions
containing roots using the construction from Theorem 3.4. The extensions have the quotient
structures F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 and F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2 respectively.
We will first show that F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is a minimal extension, then we shall show that F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2
does not contain F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 as a subhyperfield, so any the minimal subhyperfield of F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2
containing a root to kpT q is not isomorphic to F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2; thus, there are two non-isomorphic
minimal extensions.
Theorem 4.1. The extension W Ď F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is a minimal extension of W containing a
root to kpT q.
Proof. Let us denote L “ F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2. We first note that by construction L contains a root
to kpT q, so we simply need to show that this extension is indeed minimal. It will be helpful
to think of F49 as F7ris where i
2 “ ´1. Furthermore, we note that pFˆ
7
q2 “ t1, 2,´3u. Now
to see that this extension is minimal, let us consider the equivalence classes:
r0s “ t0u
r1s “ t1, 2,´3u
r´1s “ t´1,´2, 3u
ris “ ti, 2i,´3iu
r´is “ t´i,´2i, 3iu
ri` 1s “ ti` 1, 2i` 2,´3i´ 3u
r´i` 1s “ t´i` 1,´2i` 2, 3i´ 3u
ri` 2s “ ti` 2, 2i´ 3,´3i` 1u
r´i` 2s “ t´i` 2,´2i´ 3, 3i` 1u
ri` 3s “ ti` 3, 2i´ 1,´3i´ 2u
r´i` 3s “ t´i` 3,´2i´ 1, 3i´ 2u
ri´ 1s “ ti´ 1, 2i´ 2,´3i` 3u
r´i´ 1s “ t´i´ 1,´2i´ 2, 3i` 3u
ri´ 2s “ ti´ 2, 2i` 3,´3i´ 1u
r´i´ 2s “ t´i´ 2,´2i` 3, 3i´ 1u
ri´ 3s “ ti´ 3, 2i` 1,´3i` 2u
r´i´ 3s “ t´i´ 3,´2i` 1, 3i` 2u
We note that the elements of Lˆ form a cyclic group of order 16. We know this as
ppF49q
ˆ, ¨q is a cyclic group, and Lˆ is a quotient group. Hence, it is cyclic.
Now let K be a weak subhyperfield of L such that W Ď K Ď F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2, and such that
K contains a root to kpT q. Our goal will be to show that Kˆ “ Lˆ, that is, K contains all
nonzero elements of L. This will prove that K “ L, and L is a minimal extension containing
a root to kpT q. We note that as K Ď L, we have that Kˆ ď Lˆ; thus, by Lagrange’s theorem
|Kˆ| | 16.
Since W Ď K, we know that r0s, r1s, r´1s P K. Furthermore, since K contains a root to
k(T) and K Ď L we know that either ris or r´is is an element of K as these are the roots of
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kpT q in L. However, we have that both of these elements are in K as r´is “ r´1s d ris and
as K is a hyperfield, it is closed under d.
Now since L is a weak hyperfield extension of K and r1s, ris P K, we have that:
r1s ‘K ris Ď r1s ‘L ris “ tri` 1s, ri` 2s, ri´ 3su
Thus, K contains some element y P tri`1s, ri`2s, ri´3su, so r1s, r´1s, ris, r´is, y P K. That
is K contains at least 5 nonzero elements. Since |Kˆ| | 16, |K| “ 8 or |K| “ 16.
Assume for sake of contradiction that K ‰ L, then |Kˆ| “ 8, so Kˆ will contain all
elements of order at most 8. Thus, we have would have that Kˆ “ tr1s, r´1s, ris, r´is, r1` is,
ri´ 1s, r´i` 1s, r´i´ 1su as these are the only elements of order at most 8 in Lˆ.
However, since L is a weak hyperfield extension of K, we have that:
ris ‘K ri` 1s Ď ris ‘L ri` 1s “ tri´ 3s, r´i´ 3s, r´i` 2su
However, none of these elements are in K; thus, K cannot be a hyperfield a contradiction.
Hence, we have that K “ L. Namely, L is a minimal extension of W containing a root to
kpT q. 
Now that we have shown that F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is a minimal extension. We shall show that
F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is not contained as a subhyperfield of F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2.
Theorem 4.2. F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is not contained as a subhyperfield of F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2. Thus, minimal
extensions containing roots are not unique for polynomials over hyperfields.
Proof. Assume for sake of contradiction that F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2 is a hyperfield extension of F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2.
Then pF49{pF
ˆ
7
q2qˆ ď pF121{pF
ˆ
11
q2qˆ, so 16 | |pF121{pF
ˆ
11
q2qˆ| “ 24 a contradiction. Thus,
F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2 is not a subhyperfield of F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2.
Namely, the minimal subhyperfield of F121{pF
ˆ
11
q2 containing a root to kpT q is not isomor-
phic to the minimal extension F49{pF
ˆ
7
q2, that is, minimal extensions containing roots need
not be unique for polynomials over hyperfields. 
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